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MASTERY SERIES: 
MULTI-TASKING

By Michelle McClintock, Results Coach

Neuroscience clearly shows that humans are
designed to mono-task, with only 2.5 percent of the
population able to actually multi-task effectively.
Doing two things at once almost certainly means you
are doing both poorly. This is especially true if the
task is more complex or unfamiliar to you.
 
In general, multi-tasking reduces your ability to
complete a task well, and in certain situations - like
when driving - can be quite dangerous. The human
brain simply has limited available attention, and
splitting it between tasks reduces your effectiveness.
Multi-tasking makes you slower and less accurate
and can lead to mental overload and mental fatigue,
reducing overall productivity.

MULTI-TASKING
DEFINED:

Doing two tasks at
once; switching quickly
and repeatedly between
2 or more tasks; or
attempting to perform
two or more tasks in
rapid succession.
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WHAT SCIENCE SAYS ABOUT
MULTI-TASKING...



When you are
doing important
tasks
When what you
are doing requires
your full attention
When you are
doing things you
love
When you are
relating with
people in person
When you want an
optimal result
When you want to
learn or remember
information

When Not to 
Multi-task

Multi-tasking is
not even real...

When you think you are multi-tasking, what’s actually
happening is that you are switching back and forth quickly
between 2 or more tasks. This switching is taxing for the brain,
because each time you switch your brain has to access
instructions for how to do the new task again, and so you lose
energy, time and attention making these continual changes.  
 
That's how this constant shifting between tasks can cost you up
to 40% of your productive time.
 
To be effectively productive, your best bet is to focus all your
attention on the task you are doing, and stick with it for an
extended block of time. If you intend to switch tasks during the
day, then a true break between tasks will help you transition to
the new task, which you should then focus on exclusively.
 
If you are constantly diverting your attention elsewhere,
checking emails or social media, or being interrupted with
questions, you will not produce the highest quality output.
 
Learning and memory, as well as deep reflection and creative
processing all require focused attention.
 
Mindful work is even more beneficial because mindful workers
are able to focus more deeply, with less internal distractions,
resulting in less stress, better decision making, clarity of thought
and creativity. So, practice being present!
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Waiting in lines (at bank, shops etc)
When you're put on hold (phone)
Travelling via plane, bus or train
Travelling as passenger in car
Riding your bike, jogging or walking
Doing simple physical tasks (cleaning,
gardening, washing dishes, ironing)
Working out at home or gym
When doing very simple tasks
When you are shopping
Whilst eating a meal
When showering 
When getting ready in the morning
When walking the dog
While watching TV or movies
Having a chat via SMS or Messenger

Listening to podcasts or
audiobooks
Reflecting on what you
are grateful for
Envisioning your success
picture or goals
Contemplating ideas
Writing lists
Checking off to do list
Giving self a massage
Folding your clothes
Stretching
Working out
Reviewing your daily or
weekly plan
Watching a movie
Meditating
Ironing your clothes
Writing a gratitude list
Reviewing your week
Learning a skill
(language, drawing,
music)
Brainstorming ideas
Practicing a speech
Eating meals and snacks
Organising things
Tidying your desk
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Good Times to Try 
Multi-tasking are...

THINGS THAT LEND
THEMSELVES TO 
Multi-taskING

But if you must do it, then...


